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Note: The main activities and events are reported in this document. 

Comprehensive report of any branch can be furnished on request. 

Commemoration of International Wheelchair day: 

The 1st of March marks an annual celebration of 
International Wheelchair Day, which was first launched in 
2008. Ten years later, the importance of International 
Wheelchair Day remains as significant as ever as it sets a 
reminder and opportunity for wheelchair users to celebrate 
the positive impact wheelchairs have on their lives. Dar ul 
Sukun strives for the inclusion on PWDs. Therefore, Events 
department commemorated this day at “Special People 
Park” DHA, where wheelchair user children of DUS 
celebrated the positive impact of wheelchair in their lives. 

This activity was organized to celebrate the great work of 
the many millions of people who provide wheelchairs, 
who provide support and care for wheelchair users and 
who make the world a better and more accessible place 
for people with mobility issues and also to acknowledge 
and react constructively to the fact there are many people 
who are independent because of it. 

Children of DUS participated in different games and reveal 
it to the society that they are not in the limits of 
boundaries, they can move around. 

Inclusive Women’s Day: 
Dar ul Sukun celebrated International Women’s Day this year 
by organizing women’s empowerment sessions who are with 
special needs and participated in different outreach 
programs. With the Theme of Think Equal, Build Smart and be 
innovate for the change.  
On 8th March Dar ul Sukun’ female residents with special 

needs participated in Aurat March to raise their voice 

for their rights, health issues, education and equality. 

Female residents of Dar ul Sukun joined hands for the 

better future of every woman in Pakistan 

 



 

Commemoration of World Down syndrome Day 
Dar ul Sukun Rehabilitation center for the children with disabilities commemorated “World 

Down Syndrome Day on 21st March 2019. A package of activities was conducted by the events 

and training department DUS. 

An Enchantment Day:  

A Delight day was conducted by the 
doctors of Altmash hospital, they 
involved the children in many 
activities by installing different 
stalls of hand paintings, color 
games, board games, play dough 
games etc. That was helpful for the 

children’s physical and mental development. 

Understanding Down Syndrome- awareness session: 

An awareness session was conducted by Ms. Tanya Piryani  

Physical therapist Dar ul Sukun center for the children with 

disabilities, she briefed the  (DS or DNS), also known as trisomy 

21, is a genetic 

disorder caused by the 

presence of all or part of a 

third copy of chromosome 

21.It is typically associated 

with physical growth delays, mild to moderate intellectual 

disability, and characteristic facial features. The 

average IQ of a young adult with Down syndrome is 50, 

equivalent to the mental ability of an 8- or 9-year-old child, 

but this can vary widely. 

Flesh mob activity at LuckyOne mall: 

As Down syndrome is  one of the most 
common chromosome abnormalities in humans. It 
occurs in about one per 1,000 babies born each year. 
Some children 
with down 
syndrome of Dar 
ul Sukun visited 
Lucky one mall 
and performed 

flesh mob while showing their talent. All visitor’s and 
customers of different outlets gathered to see the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_disorder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_disorder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chromosome_abnormality


 

performance of our children. The management of Lucky one cherished the endowment of 
children of DUS. 

WORLD ORAL HEALTH DAY 
 

World oral Health Day is celebrated on 20 March every 

year. It is an international day to promote good oral 

health for everyone and empower individuals to maintain 

a healthy mouth at all ages. 

On 20th March on World Oral Health Day Dar ul sukun 

organized a workshop and participated in this campaign 

to take action on oral health care. 

The workshop was conducted by the medical 

professionals and dentist of Altmash Hospital. They gave the demonstration for the oral care 

of the children with special needs to all care giving staff 

of DUS. They also briefed how much it is important for 

every individual to take tangible action to protect their 

oral health. DUS celebrated it with the Theme:  Smile it 

raises your face value The workshop was comprised of 

small interactive Activities. Also steps of brushing teeth 

and how to maintain the oral hygiene while taking care 

of children’s jaws, gums, tongue and inner surface of the 

mouth. 

World Water Day: 
World Water Day is celebrated every year on March 22. The idea 

behind observing this day is focusing on the importance 

of water and need to conserve it. The World Water Day theme 

2019 is "Leaving no one behind". Dar ul Sukun participated in 

agreement with “Say no to water wastage” through public service 

message on social media 

 

HOLI- Celebration of Diverse colors with Divers people: 
Holi the "festival of colors" 

and a "festival of love” The 

festival signifies the arrival of 

spring, the end of winter, the 

blossoming of love, and for 

many a festive day to meet 

others, play and laugh, forget 

and forgive, and repair broken relationships. 



 

Dar ul Sukun celebrated the colors of Holi with the children of DUS, they all enjoyed the beauty 

and diversity of Nature with natural colors. 

An Inclusive Celebration of Pakistan Day: 
Pakistan Day also known as Republic Day, is a national 

holiday in Pakistan commemorating the Lahore 

Resolution passed on 23 March 1940. A Republic Day parade 

by the armed forces is often part of the celebrations.  

Children of Dar ul Sukun participated in the Celebration of 

Dolman Mall Hyderi, they went as special guests and 

performed their 

capability on national songs, a huge number of audience 

appreciated their talent gave the coverage. It aims to assure 

the society that children with special needs have a special 

capacity to awake the communities. 

An activity of celebration was conducted by the 

rehabilitation department; students of CSEND performed 

their roles as arm forces of Pakistan. 

          

Capacity Building Session on Mindful Care giving: 
Mindful Caregiver training session was conducted by Ms. 
Rabia Assistant Manager- Training & events; she taught 
the contemplative practices and skill-based approaches 
for successfully navigating the challenging care giving 
environment and to improve care through increased well-
being for caregiver and care recipient. 
If a care giver gets the support structure, then he/she 

would be able to provide a quality care. 

Whole session was interactive and in a practical way, 

all staff of DUS participated enthusiastically  

Training of the Trainers: 

Training was conducted 
by Ms. Rabia for the 
special educators and 
therapists for “Class 
Room management” for 
better climate and 
interaction with the 
students with special 
needs in effective way. 



 

She taught about the Establishment of Relationships with kids with special needs as she 
explained, a teacher’s relationship with a student starts the moment you meet them. So work 
on their needs and create a Positive Learning environment encourage Helpful Hands, teach 
Needed Skills, set up Structure and Procedures, and organize the Lesson and use Effective 
Discipline. 

Training Session on Behavior Management  

Constant and repetitive 
work, burnout the care 
givers and 
professionals, to get 
better results and 
success in work to 
manage and change 
problematic behaviors 
and to give instruction 

in functional life skills, a session was conducted by the Behavioral therapist with the staff of 
DUS. 

Responsible caring session: 

Continuous improvement in 
the care giving and to 
provide a quality life to 
children with disabilities and 
to provide environmental 
protection, health and 
safety, Clinical staff gave a 
training session to develop 

better understanding for a meaningful care. 

Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Rehabilitation Department 

Sensory Therapy: 

Eliminating Hitting actions: 

Self-injurious behaviors are, unfortunately, not unusual for kids 

with special needs. These behaviors could hurt them severely, to 

overcome these activities, Sensory therapist keep them busy in 

different tasks while working on their actions. E.g. Texture Ball 

helps them for mind diversion and makes them clam for certain 

time period.  



 

 

Behavioral Therapies: 

To divert the behavioral issues and engage the ADHD child in 

meaningful activities of daily living via throwing balls or 

passing and keeping different objects. Children start 

focusing and listening the command and a caregiver can 

easily manage their behaviors.   

Speech Therapy:  

Pre intervention techniques: 

Oral Placement Therapy utilizes a 

combination of auditory stimulation, 

visual stimulation and tactile stimulation 

to the mouth to improve speech clarity. 

To work on tactile-proprioceptive 

teaching to CP and ADHD children this 

technique is taking place by the speech 

therapist which accompanies 

traditional therapy and helps children to speak clearly.  

Physiotherapy Department: 

Peanut ball therapy: 

Peanut ball therapy was given to the residents, that is effective for 

the trunk mobility of children with cerebral palsy. Peanut ball helps 

for the standing in juniors who are not able to hold their legs 

straight, and strengthen lower limbs. 

 

Joint approximation: 

For the stability in flaccid children we give truss in every joint 

of the body to develop tone and senses in joints and body 

mass. It strengthens their Body for flexibility and helps in the 

body coordination.  

 

 

 



 

Developing Physical stamina via Sports Activities: 

Sports promote health and well-being, not just in the present, but through disease prevention 

as well. Physical exercise lessens stress, making children happier. Engaging in organized 

sports boosts their self-confidence, provided that they are led in a supportive and 

constructive manner. Beyond all of this, these sports activities help children with disabilities 

develop lifelong skills such as goal-setting, perseverance, and teamwork. 

  

Rising Hand Mind Coordination: 

Building Block  

Visually impaired children learn to place the block on the block tower in such a way that does 
not topple the tower helps them for hand mind coordination. This technique was applied to 
teach these kids early math and engineering skills through hands on learning. It helps in 
spatial awareness. And improves their fine motor skills.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Building the concept of Process Art: 

Process art therapy was applied on the hyper active kids to improve their Social and 
emotional skills. By this technique Children get relax, focus, feel successful, and express 
their feelings. It shows the Language and literacy of a child and improves Cognitive and 
Physical strength. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Constructing Writing Skills: 

Development of mainstream life is the right of every individual, to 
craft imagination and Creativity. Writing encourages children with 
disabilities to exercise their minds and practice using their 
imaginations. It also helps them to build self-Expression, self-
Confidence, communication and Persuasion Skills.  

 

 

Occupational Therapy: 

To keep the hyperactive children busy in conceptual way OT department provided general 
activities of Daily Life.  To resolve their sensory Processing issues we gave them the tangible 
stuff to play. Kids with Cerebral Palsy, Kids with Autistic Spectrum Disorder get better results 
in OT, Fine and Gross Motor Skills got improved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

  

Poems Session: 

A most attractive part of our children’s rehabilitation is their 

amusement and music time, when they sing poems and rhymes 

while performing different actions in circle. That is helpful in their 

physical and mental health.   

 

 

VISITS IN THE MONTH OF March 2019 

S.NO Visit of Institutions 

1 Visit of The Learning Tree 

2 Visit of Hamdard University 

3 Visit of Mama Baby Care 

4 Visit of The MCHK School  

5 Visit of Chief Advisor Education & Literacy Department   

6 Visit of PAF Kiet University 

7 Visit of Altamash Dental Hospital 

8 Visit of Torsion Advertising  
 

Activities at Dar ul Sukun Quetta Centre 
I-Learn Girls Tuition Centre Essa Nagri Town 

World Water Day 22nd March  

On 22nd March I-Learn Centre Celebrated World 

Water Day. The day provided an opportunity to 

celebrate and educate students about the 

importance of water in everyday life, be inspired to 

tell others and take action to make a difference. 

Students wrote quotes about water day on charts 

and participated by drawing pictures of how water 

is used in different ways. 



 

     

Miss rubby told them that everyone should take steps to save water in your home, regarding 

this massage she played a game with children in which they learn that we should never waste 

water. 

The key message from this learning activity was to ‘save and protect our water’.  Students 

participated well and enjoyed the day and learning. The program came to an end with the 

beautiful performance in which they showed the importance of clean water for every human 

being. At the end everyone enjoyed refreshment. 

Pakistan Resolution Day 23rd March 

I-Learn Centre and WE Centre 
celebrated Pakistan Resolution Day in 
a high spirit on 23rd March.  Pakistan 
resolution day is a nationwide day for 
Pakistan. This day is observed as a 
public day every part of over Pakistan. 
It is also discerning by the given name 
of Pakistan Resolution Day Republic 
Day. Seeing that we all be familiar 
with that on 23rd March 1940 
Pakistan Resolution come up to into 
observation. Celebration started with 

recitation from Holy Quran and Holy Bible. Ms. Saima Javaid President RAABTA foundation, 
and Ms. Salma Qureshi Ex Additional Secretary, Women Development department were 
invited as chief guests. We welcomed them by presenting flowers and cards by students.     



 

            

The day was celebrated with various activities like dressing up in green and white/traditional 

outfits, singing national songs, face painting, performing tableaus, and Special presentations 

by junior students, national songs competition, paying tribute to the national heroes and 

delivering speeches on the significance of the day. 

International Women’s Day 8 March  
 

On 8th March WE Centre 

celebrated Women’s day. 8th March is internationally celebrated as the “International 

Women’s Day”. Celebration started with the recitation of Holy Bible and Holy Quran 

  

The event was included performances, presentations, speeches and small group discussions. 

Students welcomed the gathering through a national song. A drama depicting the power of 

women not only entertained all, but made them realize the great power women have for the 

well-being of the family and society. It is an important occasion for all of us to pause for a 



 

moment to reflect on ourselves, to appreciate how much has been done and what more needs 

to be done in the field of gender equality. Moreover, it is the day to acknowledge all the men 

and women in the world for making this world a better place for everyone to live in.  

The function was ended with national anthem and vote of thanks by Ms. Musarat. 

Empowering Female Role Models (Workshop) 20th March 

  

On 8th March Ms. Iram conducted workshop in WE Centre. This workshop was basically design 

to encourage individual to think about who inspire them and why?  

        

 

 

In the discussion session speaker explained them that which character strengths they admire 

in people and for what reason. Girls shared their role models from family, friends and some 

famous personalities and share the things that inspired them. They also learned about the 

historical figures and their qualities, in the activity all the girls share their views about how 

should role model be like, what can be the strengths and weaknesses. They participated very 

well in this fruitful session and enjoyed the refreshment at the end. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Monthly Activities in Dar ul Sukun Centre for the Older People 
INTERNATIONAL WHEELCHAIR DAY: 

THEME: Commemorating International 

wheelchair Day to make elderly wheelchair users 

celebrate the positive impact a wheelchair has on 

their lives. 

Hence, Dar ul Sukun Centre for the older persons 

celebrated International wheelchair day on 1st 

March at Special people park Karachi. Where they 

were engaged into many different wheelchairs 

assisted activities and also Age-Friendly.  

The Activities were: 

1. Bowling 

2. Bucket Ball Activity  

3. Passing the ball 

4. Fruits peeling competition 

5. Zig Zac Target Running competition for the 

wheelchair assisted  

These Activities mentioned above were the great experience for the elderly who were 

wheelchair assisted these activities led them into independency where they were enjoying 

and enhancing their capabilities and by playing games can actually broaden the cognitive 

functions properly. 

 

AGEING MEDITATTION SESSION FOR THE HOLISTIC AGE: 

On 4th March Dar ul Sukun Centre for the older persons 

organized an Ageing Meditation session for the elderly at 

KMC Sports Complex. For the Holistic ageing in which, the 

mind-body 

connection 

branch of 

medicine deals 

with how 

negative thoughts and emotions can affect our 

physical and mental health. A senior’s state of mind 



 

can impact their physical health even more during this life stage. Consequently, finding ways 

to maintain an active, positive state of mind is vital to enjoying physical, emotional and mental 

well-being. 

SERIES OF EVENTS FOR WOMEN’S DAY 

INTERNATION WOMENS DAY: 

On 7th March an Awareness Session for the Women’s 

empowerment was organized by Dar ul Sukun Centre for 

the older people conducted by Ms. Iqra Sattar 

(Physiotherapist) with the university students with the 

theme of Think 

Equal, Build 

Smart, Innovate 

for the change. In which the message was to 

realizing the rights of the women in society that 

how can we give opportunities to women in the 

society without any gender discrimination and 

how can women transform their selves in this 

society. 

INTERNATIONAL WOMENS DAY CELEBRATION AT NUEPLEX CINEMA: 

On 7th March Dar ul Sukun Centre for the older people 

organized a Video 

Screening on Women 

Empowerment, 

sponsored by Nueplex 

Cinema. The movie Alita 

the Battle Angel was 

screened for the women 

inspiration to know that the value and worth of a woman in a society. Yet, being a mother, 

daughter and sister are the angels of this society who are always ready for the Battles in their 

life. Watching movies can reduce isolation, foster friendships, stimulate empathy, and provide 

a mental ‘time out’. It is also a wonderful reminiscing opportunity. 

INTERNATIONAL WOMENS DAY CELEBRATION AT FRERE HALL: 

THEME: AURAT MARCH  

On 8th March Dar ul Sukun Centre for the older people was invited for the women’s day march 

Organized by Ms. Sheema Kirmani a Pakistani social activist, theater director and exponent of 

Bharatanatyam dance. She realized that women in the Pakistani society were not able to get 

equality in the society so she started a movement called 'Tehrik-e-Niswan' (Women's 

Movement) and raised her voice for their rights, health issues, education and equality. On 



 

women’s Day, she organized an AURAT MARCH event at Frere Hall on International Women’s 

Day of 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FLOWER’S DAY ACTIVITY: 

On 9th March the Flower Day Activity was organized for the elderly in which residents 

participated in photo framing decoration with the flowers activity which provided them a 

sense of happier and healthy life. “There is a growing body of research that illustrates how 

environmental design positively impacts health. “Now it is both intuitive and scientifically 

known that adding elements of nature, like flowers, to interiors promotes well-being.” 

 

AGEING RIGHTS WORKING GROUP SESSION: 

On 16th March Ageing Rights Working Group conducted a 

session on The Legislation for senior citizens.in which 

Group Member Advocate Ms. Humaira as a key speaker 

initiated the meeting. The brief discussion was done by 

the members that it is the responsibility of the districts to 

support and establish old age homes under the Section 8. 

According to Sindh senior citizens Welfare Act. 

 



 

CAPACITY BUILDING SESSION: 

On 19th March 2019 Mr. Amjad clinical staff 

conducted a session on ENHANCING THE QUALITY 

LIFE OF THE ELDERLY BY RETAINING AND 

UNDERSTANDING THE EMOTIONS in which he 

discussed about that how we can retain the health 

of the elderly. The strategies were discussed that 

elderly 

needs 

sufficient sleep, exercising regularly, eating a well-

balanced diet having a satisfied relationship with 

those closest to them that is the factor of health 

promotion and how we can take advantages of 

assistive devices. For finding the right assistive 

devices for our loved ones. 

AWARENESS SESSION ON WORLD ORAL HEALTH DAY: 

The Session was conducted on 20th March by Ms. 

Anna Danial (Branch Manager) to call on 

individuals to take tangible action to protect their 

oral health. With the Theme:  Smile it raises your 

face value "celebrated World oral health day" for 

oral care of elderly. The Awareness Session was 

comprised of small interactive Activities in which 

residents were given the chance to tell the steps 

of brushing their teeth and how to maintain the 

oral hygiene. So that the Theme: Say Ahh: Act on 

Mouth Health’ motivates individuals to take 

charge of their own oral health by taking specific 

action to prevent oral disease and safeguard their 

overall health. Residents on the wider implications 

of protecting their oral health. 

HOLI CELEBRATION SHARING THE LOVE AND HAPPINESS: 

On 21st March Dar ul Sukun center for the older people celebrated "Holi" with the residents. 

A festive day to meet others, play and laugh, forget and forgive, and repair broken 

relationships.  



 

Significance of Holi in spite of being such a colorful festival, there are various aspects of Holi 

which makes it so significant for our lives. Dar ul Sukun Strive to celebrate every festive with 

such great passion and with joy to include the society as a whole. 

 

 

CSR ACTIVITY BY PTCL: 

On 28th March PTCL conducted CSR activity at Dar ul Sukun Centre for the older people with 

the theme of share the happiness with senior citizens where they distributed the Happiness 

Boxes and invited singers for the Elderly entertainment and also had the cake cutting 

ceremony.  The singers were Bilal Patel and Ms. Afshan who are the finest singers that was 

melodious and in this CSR Activity Dr. Imran participated as a Chief Guest who is an ortho 

Doctor who took initiative for regular checkups for the Dar ul Sukun Elderly. 



 

CELEBRATION OF PAKISTAN DAY: 

On 23rd March Dar ul Sukun Centre for the older people 

celebrated Pakistan day in which youth, volunteers and 

different groups 

participated by giving 

their quality time to 

the residents. The 

celebration comprised 

of many enjoyable 

moments where the residents expressed their patriotic 

feelings for their nation through different poetries and 

speeches for the Pakistan day. 

 

Visits at the COP in the month of March 2019 

S.no Institutes/Organization Date of Visits 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

A youth Group Visit 
Students of Ilma University Visit 
KUBS University Visit 
PTCL Visit  
Omeed ki Kiran Visit 

4th March 2019 
7th March 2019 
16th March 2019 
28th March 2019 
29th March 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 


